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Assessments of conservation status at the European level
(all biogeographical regions - EU25)

 
The  common  bottlenose  dolphin  inhabits  the  coastal  as  well  as  pelagic waters  of  the
marine  Atlantic,  Macaronesian  and  Mediterranean  regions.  The  species  has  been
reported as  being vulnerable  to: interaction with fishing gear, disturbance  from  nautical
activities,  noise  disturbance,  population  fragmentation,  reduction  in  the  availability  of
prey, deliberate killing. 
 
The overall assessment in the marine Atlantic region is ‘favourable’ and largely driven by
the Irish and UK reports given the species’ large distribution in these two countries.  The
species has been declared extinct in the  Belgian waters and is reported as occasional in
the  Netherlands.   In  the  marine  Macaronesian  region  the  assessment is  ‘unknown  but
not favourable’ because the range and habitat conclusions provided by Spain indicate an
‘unfavourable-inadequate’  status.   The  marine  Mediterranean  assessment  was
inapplicable  because  incomplete  parameter compilation  by the  Member States  did  not
allow comparison amongst countries.  The species is listed as ‘least concern’ in the IUCN
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Red List of threatened species because of its widespread global distribution but has been
proposed  for listing  as  ‘vulnerable’ in  the  IUCN regional Red  list for the  Mediterranean
sea.

Assessments of conservation status as reported by Member states
(all biogeographical regions - EU25)

Data quality is based on as assessment by each Member State, 1 = good, 2 = medium,
3 = poor
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This information is derived from the Member State national reports submitted to the
European Commission under Article 17 of the Habitats Directive in 2007 and covering the
period 2001-2006. More detailed information is available at
http://biodiversity.eionet.europa.eu/article17
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